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ANCHOR
Vol. XXXII, No. 2

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

"Indian
Suninier"

Wednesday, October 7, 1959

WITCHES\ "FLY"·
by Richard Spillane
On November 23 and 24 the
Dramatic League will offer its Fall
presentation, "The Crucible," by
Arthur Miller. Miller was born in
New York, on the upper East Side,
in the Harlem section,, but his
family soon moved to Brooklyn
where Arthur went to high school.
I
Before attending the University of
Michigan, he worked for two years
in an auto parts warehous. In 1938
he took his A.B. degree. Arthur
Miller reflects that he owes much
to the dramaturgy of Ibsen and
O'Neil.
.
The subject of the drama, the
Salem Witch hunts of 1692, had
been with Miller since his college
days, but it was not until the
spring of 1952 that he undertook
research for a play on the subject.
"The Crucible" first opened in
New York on January 22, 1953.
Though it continued a full season
it was considered a financial failure by "Variety" as was "GiGi"
in 1952. The play was given the

On October 17 the Student
Council will sponsor a dance to be
held in the cafeteria and student
lounge from 8: 30 to 12: 00. The
dress is informal. The theme denoting the present season will be
"Indian Summer." To coincide
with the theme, the refres:&ments
will be apple cider, corn and bran
muffins. John1;1yPetro and the Five
1
Knights will provide the music.
Representatives from all classes
except the freshmen make up the
different committees. Jeanne Louth
the vice president of the student
Cast members of "The Crucible" have their first reading.
council, is the general chairman.
The following are the chairman of
the various committees: ticket
chairman - Helen Kearns ( senior), band chairman - Newton
Allen (sophomore), decorations
chairman - Natalie Alviti (senior), p·ublicity chairman - Danny
At the end of each semester,
Lees (sophomore), refreshments
students' who have received an inchairman - Rosalie Lopez (jundex of 3.5 or over have their names
Many of the incoming freshmen
ior), guest and chaperons - Simon
placed on the President's List in
this year have come with some of
Bousquet (junior).
recognition of their scholastic
the many scholarships offered by
achievements. Last June a total
community minded individuals.
of seventy-eight students were
Recipients of R.I.C.E. Alumni
named to the President's List. The
scholarships of $200 each are the
present Seniors had the largest
Misses Josephine Kelleher, a gradrepresentation with forty named
uate of St. Clare High School; ElRhode Island College of Edu- len Davenport, a graduate of St. to the list. It is advisable that the
cation now offers an industrial arts Mary's Academy Bay View; Ann Freshmen strive from the beginThe first faculty-student Semiprogram. The program is designed Mackie of Warwick Veterans Me- ning of their college careers to atto prepare industrial art teachers morial High School; Edith Walsh tain a place on the President's nar will be held on November 4.
'
The topic discussed will be Stufor the junior high school level. Dr. of Mt. Pleasant High School; a-nd List.
The Seniors in the Elementary dent Fellowships and Scholarships
Thomas King has been appointed Marie Goyette of Tolman High
Curriculum named to the list are: in graduate study.
coordinator of the program. Twen- School.
Natalie Alviti, Elizabeth August,
ty-eight men have been enrolled
Members of the Faculty from
Miss Maureen McCormach, a
Virginia Behan, Patricia Coughl\n, the various departments
in this program.
will disgraduate of St. Theresa's High
Gail
Chesbrough,
Joanne
R.
CrocThe administration has accepted School was th.e winner of the
cuss graduate study in their own
only the first year course of study. R.I.C.E. Class of 1931 scholarship ker, Catherine Devaney, Patricia fields. A question period will folFay, Marilyn Grady, Barbara Ga- low these discussions for
They are now considering plans which is' for $100.
the b~nfor the next three years.
Miss Rose Marie Leite of John bula, Ma,rion Hartley, Dorothy efit of the students present.
,
Heslin,
and Helen Kearns.
Because the program entails
An invitation will be sent to the
Continued on Page 6
Carol Letendre, Hedy Lowry, Senior Class, as this is an oppormany hours, the students are not
Marjorie Malley, Janice Parkin- tune time for them to be considrequired to take a foreign lanson, Martha Quinn, Marie Santilli, ering graduate study. The Junior
guage. Except for a language, they
(
Gerald Schooley, Anna Silvestri, Class will also receive an invitahave the same subjects as the other
Dolores Simonson, Rosella Smit,h, tion to the Seminar.
freshmen but also have general
Cynthia Talbot, Janet Turbitt, and
shop and visual arts.
Directly after these discussions,
the Seminar will center around
Members of the present Senior Carol Walsh.
Those jn the Early Childhood open discussion, and refreshments
Class who are interested in graduContinued on Page 6
will be served.
On November 3, a proposal re- ate study are eligible for consideration
for
the
following
grants
for
questing that a loan be granted to
build a dormitory at R.I.C.E. will study in 1959-1961:
1. Fulbright and other United
be sent to Washington.
States
Government grants. These
The following students met with
by Fran Palumbo
Miss Helen Wolfe (introduced as
President Gaige, Dean Mierzwa, are for study abroad and require
On September 28, 29, 30, a a "teacher of teachers-to-be") and
and Miss Davey on Monday, Sep- a good scholastic record and
tember 27 to discuss the relative knowledge of the language of the leadership training workshop was Mrs. Shirley Mulligan, Junior
merits of th~ architectural blue- cou~try to rbe visited. Grants cover conducted for the benefit of all Class President, ,presided.
transportation, tuition, books, and campus leaders. The sessions which
prints available: Verena Di Iorio,
On Monday evening, a valuable
maintenance for one academic began at 5:00 P.M. were conDaureen Dur~ell, Maureen Grifdiscussion ensued of how a group
year.
ducted in the Faculty Lounge. is maintained in terms of Individfin, Bruce Smith (juniors); Ja!]-e
2. Woodrow Wilson National
Dailey, Carol Loughery, Gerald
Fellowship Foundation , grants.
Murphy, Nancy White (sophoThis program is designed to enmores); Ronnie Gaudreau, Mary
courage able 1students tq enter colRecords, Kathy Reynolds, Bob
lege as faculty members. The grant
Sousa (freshmen) .
includes tuition and fees in addiBecause plans are not definite,
tion to a stipend of $1500.
and because approval from Wash3. Danforth Graduate Fellowships.
ington has not as yet been granted,
These fellowships are awarded to
detailed information can not be
men recommended by the college
revealed at this time. However,
liaison officer for graduate trainone fact which can presently be
ing for college teaching. Grants are
disclosed is that the first dormibased on individual need but do
tory to be constructed will be for
not exceed $1500 plus tuition and
women.
fees to a single man. Grants to
men are larger.
COMING EVENTS married
Students who are interested in
Ski Club Mountain Climb
any of these awards should conMonday, October 12
sult with Dean Charles B. Willard
Cake Sales - S.N.E.A.
Thursday, October 15
in the Office of Professional StudStudent Council Dance
ies
as soon as possible. ApplicaSaturday, October 17
tions must be completed by OctoMi!IS Virginia Wolfe stresses the tasks of a leader at the Lead1.R.C. Banquet

18 _FreshmenTopStudents
Scholarship Recognized
Recipients

PROGRAM
INITIATED

Scholarships
Discussed

_Study G'rants
Available

New Dorms

Ontoinette Perry Award for 1953.
Miller said of his play that it was
a step toward an assertion of a
positive kind of value in contemporary plays. Miller contin~ed
about what he calls "diabolism"'
the fear and hatred of opposites;
this fear has always exi$ted in man
and we must realize that conflict
is the essence of life. Fundamentally, "The Crucible" is a portrait
of the terror and reocity with
which a few Americans, God-fearing men·, once accused each other
of allegiance to the devil.
As of Wednesday, September 30,
this tentative cast has been chosen
for the Dramatic League Production:
Portraying John Proctor, a sturdy Salem farmer, will be Edward
Kelly. Proctor is an even tempered
man, ~me hot easily led. Judy
Duffney will be cast in the role
of John -Proctor's wife Elizabeth,
a cold righteous woman, who has
been suspected of practicing witchcraft. Playing Abigail Williams
will be Marcia Pettine. Abigail is
the orphaned niece of the minister,
the Reverend Parris (played ·by
Earl Bridden) and a former servant of the Proctor's. The Reverend
Parris is the minister of Salem
Church and the father of Betty
Parris, who has been bewitched.
From nearby Beverly, the Reverend John Hale (Edward Rondeau)
comes as an expert on witches. The
deputy of the special court, Danforth, will be played by Donald
D.oyle. Other members of the cast
include: Virginia Dood os ,Tituba;
Carolyn Martino as Ann Putnam;
Mary Beth Peters as Mary Warren; Ann Schattle as Mercy Leurs;
Mary Jane Hepley as Suzanna;
Robert D'Alessio as Giles Corey;
Gerald Schooley as Hawthorne;
Die~ Carter as the Nurse; Dick
Spillane as Putnam; Carl Smith as
Willard; Ronald Goudreau as
Cheever, Donald DiOrio as Hopkins; Natalie Alviti or Sue Guillotte as Sarah Good.

GOOD LEADERSHIPDEFINED

---""'¥"""""

Monday,

October

19

ber 31, 1959.

ership Workshop.

ual Needs, Group Task Needs and
Group Life Needs. A skit based on
a theoretical situation to analyze
what happens in a group - how a
group accomplishes its task and
what individual roles took place.
During our discussion on individual needs we decided that distinct
individuals compose any group and
that when most peQple meet in a
group they bring their personal
needs into it.
We concluded that specific types
of people can be characteriz~d in
any gro'up: the encourager, the
harmonizer, the supporter and the
follower. Individual roles are acted
out in the form of the aggressor,
the dependent, the dominator, the
blocker, the playboy, the self-confessor, and the sympathy-seeker.
Group task roles include clarifiers,
expediters, initiator, contributors,
information givers, opinion givers,
and opinion seekers.
The topic of discussion Tuesday
night was "What is good leadership?" A role play to demonstrate
the effect of authoritarian laissezContinued on Page 6
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Editorials

In the Mail

'a,,tests

Jet us sing

I

are

disastrous
This editorial deals with disarmament. It is
prejudiced. Perhaps you will think the viewpoint
narrow. I only wish the readers to open their minds
to this viewpoint and weigh it.
Issues of disagreement have been discussed and
rediscussed. It has been claimed that discontinuation of nuclear tests pre-supposes disastrous results. I ask if they ·can be any worse than the exhorbitant number of deformed children born as a
result of the effects on the human reproductive
organs? On January 13, 19~8, a declaration
signed
hundreds of scientists, was banded
to the Secretary General of the U. N. by
the renowned American scientist, Dr. Linus
Pauling. These scientists affirmed that radio activity created by nuclear tests represents a serious
danger for the entire world because it consequently
will result in an increcising number of deformed
children in the future. Therefore, they demanded
an international agreement to end nuclear tests.
Radioactive elements in the air resulting fr.om
nuclear tests do not stay there permanently. Rain
and snow permeated with radioactivity fall to the
earth. These radioactive elements enter the plants
through leaves and roots. Animals graze on them.
We eat their meat and drink their milk.
Perhaps the most horrifying aspect of radiation
is that many years may come to pass before the
sinister effects will be detected.
Generations of mounting numbers of children
born with mental and physical defects will be the
living testimony to the sinful effects of radiation.
We must be alert to this danger and take action
upon it. We must be compassionate with the evil
consequences deformed children, despondent
mothers and fathers.
An international law forbidding nuclear testing is compulsory. This is a moral issue, essential
to the existence of mankind. Can you think of a
deeper danger to human rights?
I maintain that it boils down to two bold
choices - continuing the violent arms race which
in itself carries dangers of unavoidable atomic warfare in the future, or to renounce nuclear weapons
hoping that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. and peoples
affiliated with them will strive to live peacefully.
The first offers NO prospect of a safe future - the
second does. Is there a choice? We must have a
Summit Conference. It must not fail.

-=====--

?Y.

F.M.P.

hooks' use
questioned
I have learned that one of the uses of the bluecovered Activity Book, which every student has
received, is to check attendance in Chapel. Students
are urged to carry their books with them at all
times because it is not predetermined which number will be chosen for each chapel check.
In this editor's opinion, it seems that an unnecessary amount of time and money was put into
their printing - especially when they merely offer
a student the opportunity to "cut" chapel and still
be marked present. I agree, these are dishonest
procedures, but they are being done.
It is also this editor's opinion, that a great number of students agree that -the use of the Activity
Book is useless. When asked, "What do you think
of the merits of this system?" the following students, picked at rand.om, replied:
"Just another experiment. Time will tell."
Marjorie Malley, '60
"I understood that the activity book was a
check at social functions for Anchor points."
Ann Cassidy, '"62
"I think this is a good system for everything
except chapel checking. The speech, if religious or
moral in nature, should be eno'ugh to induce students to attend."
Judith Mulligan, '60
"I keep forgetting to bring m'y Activity Book."
Fred Conlon, '63
'·They don't trust us very much."
Gail Monroe, '61
"I wonder what they're going to do with all
those slips of paper."
June Bradley, '61
"I think it's the greatest thing since popcorn."
June Blanchette, '61
"I think that this system is a good one providing it works as originally planned. However, I feel
in college we are old enough to use an honor basis
of chapel attendance."
Dorothy Polofsky, '63

"Do you think I should tell Mr. Olivier that he doesn't have
to drink it before he christens the ship?"

Here 7VThere
by Carol Giuliano

To Poetry Students:
ODE TO A TOAD
( on the side of a road)

I
Little toad so juicy and round
Sunning yourself 'Upon,the ground,
If you wait long enough a poet will come
And he'll perform a wierd phenomenon.
A poem he'll create right before your eyes
So ,prepare yourself to be praised to the skies.
Your scummy lily-pad he'll transform to a palace,
And your name, Ill wager, will be changed to Alice.
You blink your bea.dy eyes and view me with wonder?
I know you're a boy - he doesn't, by thunder!

II
The Universe he'll see in your squishy little frame,
Then he'll write and re-write - (his goal is fame).
Now brace yCYUrself,Toad, for here comes a smashHis poem about you will be read to a class!
The teacher's voice will be filled with emotion
As he relates the tale of your devotion.
You object, you say? Wtll you have no choice;
The poet, you know, has the loudest voice.
It's really an honor, you slimy thing,
To have a poet your praises sing.

III
The class will be silent as the teacher drones on·
He'll be talking about you - how you wake wi[h the dawn.
A girl may shed a tear and stifle a "_boo-boo",
While a bewildered fellow thinks the poet "coo-coo."
Tell n:ie, icky Toad with eyes of slime-brown,
How m you the truth be found?
Come clammy croaker with voice rasping low,
Tell me the answer - I really must know.
Two words from you? Then I'll say "goodbye."
You're about to speak
"Blip!" Why you've caught a fly!
B. U. News
To Practicum Students:
The teacher was explaining to the grammar school students the
merits of owning a yearbook and having one's picture in it.
''Just think," ·she said, "Thirty years from now you can look in
this annual and say, 'There's Willie Jones; he's a judge now. And
there's Sally White; she's a nurse, And there's . . . .' "
"And there's the teacher," came a voice from the back of the
room, "She's dead."
To Soccer Team:
COACH - A fellow who will gladly lay down your life for the
school.
To Student Council:
COMMITTEE - A group that keeps minutes 'and wastes hours
...
or a group who do nothing individually but usually decide as a
group that nothing can be done.
To Co-eds of R. I. C. E. :
CO-ED - An honorable, upstanding girl who wants nothing for
herself ...
just a son-in-law for her mother.
I

A young man picked up his date for the hayride the other nite,
and the conversation went like this:
She: "Notice anything different about me?"
He: "Let's see. New hairdo?"
She: "Nope, guess again."
He: "New sneakers?"
She: "Nope, guess again."
He: ·'New bermudas?"
She: "Nah."
He: "I give up."
She: "I'm wearing a gas mask."
A specialist is one who knows more and more about less and less
until he eventually knows everything about nothing.
'

Dear Editor:
What can be done about getting more books
for chapel? I think that the reason for such _a tiny
sound from the student body at hymn time rs that,
so few have hook. It seems to me that we could
afford such a worth-while project, since this lack of
united, or concerted effort on the part of students
in the singing of the hymn allows our guest~ ~o take
away with themselves a very poor op1mon of
R.I.C.E. as a college.
Since poor spirit in this field poorly represents
our collegg., anything which im~roves our hymn
singing improves our representat10n and hence is
important.
Moreover, the strengthening of character that
a hymn gives to any student is vital in college life
and must not be overlooked.
Let us have more hymn books for chapel.

frosh praise
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my congratulations to
the staff of the Anchor for presenting the news of
the campus in such a pleasing manner. Although I
have only read the first edition, I believe that the
persons responsible for the publication of the Anchor are deserving of much praise for their superb
efforts of publishing the paper during the first hectic week of the college year.
I am eagerly awaiting the arrival of the next
edition onto the campus.
We at R.I.C.E. should be extremely proud of
the fact that we have such a fine media of information as the Anchor.
A Satisfied Frosh

INQUIRING REPORTER
A measure being considered by Student Council is the possihility of converting the Student
Council meeting room into a recreation room. Since
such a facility would be of interest to the student
body, your Inquiring Reporter endeavored to discover what some of the students felt should be included in the proposed recreation room. The question was, "What would you like to see in the game
room?"
"A bridge table."
Barbara Galli, soph.
"Freedom of choice of recreation." A liberal senior
"Burlesque girls."
Thomas Egan 1·unior
"T wo pool tables and a bar." Chuck\Lawton,' soph.
"Two bars and a pool table."
Joe Menard senior
"I think it should always be supplied with guys
from P.C."
Sam
"Ditto Sam."
Noreen McGowan soph.
"Game."
Muriel Frechette '1·unior
"An empty bottle should defintely be included
'
in the game room, for all those unfortunate not to
be m_arried, so that they may play "spin-the-bottle"
and mcrease their potential marital bliss."
"
Gerald ·Schooley, senior
A game that would further the understanding
of. governmental sources for the student _ somethmg, perhaps, like 'post office'."
'
Political Science MaJ·.or
"Men"
"
Kay Hoover, spec.
"A roul~tte wheel."
Paula McNally, fresh.
Batteries, so everyone can get a charge."
Ronald Gaudreau, fresh.
.
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ADVISOR" EXPLAINED
BY ADMINISTRATION
by Marjorie Medhurst
In most colleges, various organizations exist and in such groups
tension between the ad~isor and
the group is bound to occur. The
questions which arise are: "What
is the advisors role?" and "How
much authority does the advisor
exercise?".
In answer to the first question,
President Gaige stated that the advisor's job is not to run a club
but to interpret the club, its rules
and aims to the group. "The advisor," Dr. Gaige said, "should
help the group to gain a bigger
vision of the ·possibilities of the
club and also help maintain high
standards. It -is, however, the
group's privilege to adopt ideas
and make their own decisions."
But if the students were to go too
far, it would be the advisor's responsibi11ty to bring the matter to
the attention of the Dean or the
President. (Such an instance has
never occurred at R.I:C.E.)
While citizenship here is strong
among the students, good leadership is not as strong as it should
be. The president feels that it may
be the fault of the high school in
exercising too much control and
allowing too little opportunity to
develop strong leadership. Thus
mistakes are natural, for college
students, even upperclassmen, are
but 3 or 4 years out of high school.
Student leaders are not always
wise and, by the same token, not
all faculty advisors are the best,
. either.
In answer to the second question Dean M_ierzwastate, "The advisor is the individual who is available to assist the students when
they feel that the added experience
and maturity of the faculty member will aid them in arriving at
decisions and making plans. The
ultimate responsibility for decisions falls to the students. There
should be special consideration
given to the role which advisors
play in areas where a finished

ALOIA RELATES
CHILEAN, TRtP.
9Y Meg Mwrphy
Dr. Vincent Aloia, a professor
in the department of social sciences her at R.I.C.E., has just returned from a sabbatical in Chile.
He went to the Latin-American
country on one of 'the sixty grants
provided by the United State's Information Agency. Dr. Aloia was
the director of the Chilean-American cultural institute which is a
bi-national center backed by both
countries. Part of the professor's
work was to answer questions pertaining to the United States.
Most of the inquiries concerning
his job have been answered by Dr.
Aloia himself, both at last Tuesday's assembly and in the Providence Journal.
At a recent interview with the.
profess0r, he was asked to comment upon some of the aspects of
his sojourn. Dr. Aloia stated that
Chile·is friendlier to the U.S. than
most of the other Latin-American
countries because her political traditions are noticeably similar to
ours, and because she is one of the
few of these Lati-American countries which possess a stable democracy. Also stated was the fact
that the United States should attempt to cement good relations by
Continued on Page 6
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Movie Critique
I

· by Fred Gaige
The Avon Cinema, in an effort
to bring to its viewers an opporproduct, such as publications, dra- tunity to perhaps better appreciate
matic productions, or choir per- its coming attractions, has arformances is involved. Here, the ranged a schedule of private preview showings to which an Anchor
college is presented to the general
reporter has been invi~ed to attend.
public. I feel that, generally, the The Anchor will, therefore, pubfaculty are evaluated more criti- lish a critique on the coming atcally as having a more decisive tractions at the A van Cinema.
Since the Cinema's first preview
role. This is where the conflict still
was shown before classes at
exists."
R.l.C.E. began and no reporter
An advisor, then, should be was available, Fred Gaige has writready to offer his service to the ten this critique of "Wild Strawgroup. He must bring in mature
berries," which is being shown the
experience, as well as show a gen- week of October 4.
uine' interest in the organization.
Fred Gaige is the son of Pres.
In conclusion, to use Dr. Gaige's William Gaige. He is a graduate
words, "This is a growing college, of Oberlin College, Ohio, and is
not only in size and complexity, now working for a M.A-.T. at
but in finding better ways of do- Brown University.
ing things. Both the students and
For those who are sick of films
advisors find themselves in new that grind out an hour or two of
fields. Therefore, the fact that gun smoke, fm: .those who would
there are tensions between a group like to see movies of top artistic
and the advisor is natural. Organi- quality, the Swedish film, "Wild
zations aren't just for fun; they Strawberries," is highly recomare an impontant part of a total mended. This film, with Swedish
college education."
dialogue and English subtitles,
takes as its subject a day in the
life of an aged doctor. The doctor
wakes on the morning of this day
from a nightmare in which he
dreams that he attends his own
funeral, and throughout the day
by Delores Rossi
images from the dream return to
Gazing across the R.I.C.E. stu- him. Many of the people he meets
dent parking lots, you may see this day are symbolic of his own
vehicles of every size, shape and youth, married life, and old age.
kind, but tpe most interesting veThe film was directed by Inghicle on campus is a motor scooter mar Bergman, winner of the' speowned and driven by John Rug- cial prize at the Cannes Film Fesgiano, a member of the sophomore
Continued on Page 6
class.
Jo.hn says that he uses this
scooter everyday for business and
At the September 23. meeting of
pleasure as well as for getting to
and from college, and he admits, Student Council it was decided
"It's a lot of laughs." The motor and voted upon that card playing
scooter arouses curiosity and in- will not be allowed anywhere on
terest throughout John's neighbor- campus. Tentative plans are being
hood. When he rides down the made to convert the present counstreet, all the dogs in the neighbor- cil room into a recreation room.
hood get excited and start barking In the recreation room, facilities
and running after him. Children will be arranged for ping pong,
seem to be very interested in this chess and checkers. . ·
At the September 30 meeting of
somewhat unusual vehicle and they
all take the opportunity of sitting Council Richard Walker was electon it when John parks it in front ed to replace Edward Rondeau to
of bis house. One person whose be a representative for the Swampreaction is interesting to note is scott Conference.
It was brought up that due to
John's wife. and as John puts it,
increase in the Student Body, the
"She's not too crazy about it."
facilities in the cafeteria are unThe greatest advantage 0f ownsatisfactory. It is believed that
ing this motor scooter is that it
several people lounge in the cafeis extremely economical. The red
teria after eating, thereby forcing
and white Cushman motor scooter
"would be lunchers" to stand or
W<lppurchased from Sears & Roeelse lunch in their automobiles. A
buck Co. for $250. It averages 150
request' was proposed that after
miles per gallon and has a maxithe students have finished their
mum speed of 40 miles per hour.
lunches to please adjourn to the
In the month John has owned his
lounge if other students should be
scooter, he has filled up the gas
waiting to sit at the tables.
tank twice - once for $.42 and the
second time for $.30! Besides having low maintenance costs, John
has the convenience of parking in
places where even foreign cars may
by Natalie A lviti
not fit.
Mrs. Shirley Mulligan has had
In John's opinion, the only disldvantage of his motor scooter is an unusual rise to the top position
that he will not be able to drive in the Junior Class because she did
it in stormy weather. In case of a not enter it uf\til tbe Sophomore
flat tire, John says, "I wouldn't year of the Class of .'61. If you
know what to do. I'd probably know Shirley personally, however,
you will know why she has had
wheel it to a garage!"
no trouble in making herself liked,
respected and needed in her class
and in the college as a whole in
such a short time.
Mrs. Mulligan organized and
partly instructed the recently held
Leadership Workshops. Here she
A "Round Square" Dance was showed the other leaders on camsponsored by the Christian Associ- pus what had already been recogation in the Cafeteria on Oct. 2.
nized by her class - her indeMr. Walt Swan was employed as pendent thinking and her sensica11er.The C. A. provided refi:esh- tivity.
ments for the dancers.
Mrs. Mulligan says: '·I can best

Rather BikeThan Hike

CouncilNotes

BUSIESTMAN ON CAMPUS
GET TO KNOW HIM
by Elaine Cairo
Ed. note: The following article is
the second in a series of 3 articles
about the president of our college,
Dr. William Gaige.
From Oberlin College President
Gaige received an A.B. degree in
1932, and he proceeded to teach
in the public schools of Massachusetts in 1936. At North Quincy
High School he was an instructor
in history and social science. During this time, however, he continued his own education and was
awarded an A.M. degree from the
University of Chicago in 1935.
The President has held various
p.ositions which render him a man
of wide experience. From 1938-

8,500 MilesEighty Days
by Judith Moran
For the benefit of those who
hope someday to travel abroad,
when talking with Mrs. Edith
Becker of our Art Department, one
cannot help but share in her enthusiasm as she recalled her recent
summer tour of Europe accompanied by Dr. Wright, Chairman of
the Social Sciences Department.
Let's follow their course during
which fhey covered 8,500 miles in
eighty days in their pullman-like
Volkswagen.
Since this was not the first trip
to the continent for Miss Wright
and Mrs. Becker, their desire was
to supplement past visits by touring primarily Switzerland, Austria,
Yugoslavia, Spain and Portugal,
from which they derived a g{nuine
cross-section of both the cultural
and social patterns of the individual countries.
Many of the large European
cities were often similar to our own
with large buildings as in Lisbon
and Belgrade, beautiful store windows as in Zurich, and masses of
citiz ns usually garbed in western
7
clothes. Although the cities often
possessed that quality of "sameness" it was there that they found
excellent etnogra,phic museums as
Prado in Madrid, particularly Belgrade and Seravo, the latter of
which were outstanding for their
folk art and wood carvings.
As to the highlights of her trip,
two Mrs. Becker regards among
the most memorable were a private concert by an alpenhorn player who had performed at the
Brussells Fair, and the cave paintings at Lascaux, France estimated
to be from 15,000 to 25,0b0 years
old.
.
Cantinued on Page 6

1948 he• served as principal at
Pembroke and then Wellesley,
Mass High Schools. As a training ~fficer in the Amphibious
Forces of the U.S. Navy, he was
stationed at Fort Pierce, Florida,
for two years.
In Claremont, California, Dr.
Gaige was Superintendent
of
Schools from 1948-19 52 and
taught a graduate seminar at
Claremont Graduate School in '48
and '49. In 1948 he also taught
graduate courses at Boston University.
When the President came to
R.I.C.E., a reporter for the Anch'or
asked him what he thought of
Rhode Islanders. He replied that
he thought they are "a friendly
people" and that they '·'definitely
love their state." Anxious to determine whether he had changed
his mind, this interviewer promptly asked, "Do you still hold that
opinion?"
Answered
President
Gaige, "Absolutely."
He went on to say that he.often
uses the college as an example for
Rhode Islanders because here on
the campus he feels there is no
"groupism." (As recently as September 17, when the President
spoke to members of United Fund
agencies, he used the college as
"an example of which all Rhode
Islanders must be proud. The
Anchor printed an account in its
last issue.)
President Gaige has very definite opinions about the functions
of a college newspaper. When
asked if he thought the Anchor
had irp.proved the quality of its
news, he said, "Definitely, particularly last year." He stated he
had received many compliments
from outsiders for the Anchor's
treatment of more serious subjects.
He felt, however, that there was
still room for improvement, that
our college newspaper can play an
increasing role on the campus - a
forum where students and faculty
express opinions, with a certain
amount of controversy involved.
Essentially, he said that there
should be "critical rep~rting of the
important and meaningful activities on campus with the particular
emphasis on the central purposes
of our coUege, which are intellectual and professional - professional, as they deal with the education
of children."

"A~ long as ~hey don'~ g7.t personal, 1 he contmued, "mistakes in
college policy should be expressed." Finally, the college newspaper should serve as a "unifying
effect," particularly rin a comm~ting campus.

Prominent Personality

□

Dance
Sponsored.

serve my class by recognizing my
respon~bili~ies and_ by doing as
much m this capacity (the Presi~encr,) as I can at any class functron.
One of Mrs. Muligan's duties is
to attend Student Council meetings. Of it she says, "Student
Council takes il:s responsibilities
very seriously. We have just begun
to functim;i as a group and already
I see sig~s. of 'group thinking'
rather than JUSt 'group think'."
Mrs. Mulligan was able to enter
R.I.C.E. as a Sophomore because
she had stm;_tedher college career
at William Smith College in New
York. She left after her freshman
year in order to marry. Since her
marriage, Shirley has never been
Continued on Page 6

"'""''"'~""" ~

. Mrs. Shirley Mulligan, president of the junior class.
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FORMERRICEAN."Continent~/ PROF TELLS OF
NOW ON STAFF
rv WORK IN CHILE

~:s;~~;

by Judith Norcross

ing her graduation, she began her
"Continental Classroom" is an
teaching career in the Pawtucket
Mrs. Virginia B~langer has reSchool Dept., at Potter School, for educat10nal television program procently been appointed as a staff
one year. The next three years duce\J. by the National Broadcastmember at our college. Our new
Mrs. Belanger taught in Warwick, ing Company on a nation-wide
where her husband -is presently hook-up.
On September 28 R.I.C.E. beteaching. A little digging into the
recent, past shows that he four came the first college in R.I. to be
years at the college were. busy and associateq with this "classroom."
WJAR- TV Channel 1O is telefruitful ones, being particularly
hig~ighted by her election to vising the course in modern chem"WHo's Who in American Colleges istry every morning, Monday
and Universities" and her crown- through Friday at 6:30 A.M., to
ing as the All College Girl. It is five persons taking this course for
also interesting to note that Mrs. credit in our extension program.
As a part of the course in chemBelanger is a former Miss Pawtucket, who went on to become our istry, Professor Russel Meinhold
directs a laboratory session . for
Miss Rhode Island in 1955.
Being assistant public relations these five every Tuesday afterdirector, Mrs. Belanger will be noon on campus from 4:00 to
kept busy this year lecturing 5: 00. Joseph Caranci, R.I.C.E.
throughout the high schools of graduate of 1959, works as Mr. t
Rhode Island in order to bring the 1 Meinhold's lab assistant.
This course is intended primaribehefits of R.I.C.E. to interested
Mrs. Virginia Belanger, as:sistant public relations direcstudents. In; additiDn to aiding ly for college students and high
tor.
Miss Davy and Dean Mierzwa in school science teachers. However
assistant public relations director, student activities she will also di- any members of the general pub~
the former Virginia Gregory, is no rect college campus tours. The lie whq are fligible. to enroll for
stranger to R.I.C.E. for she was a 1udents of R.I.C.E. welcome her credit and want ,to take part also
are free to enroll.
·
member of the class of '55. Follow- to her new post.
basic differences among these three
·
countries.

Klub Korner

English Club

The following is a summary of the activities of th~ clubs on campus.

Dramatic League

its officers for 1~59-1960. These
On Wednesday, September 30, officers are: Richard Michael, presthe Dramatic 1League held a spe- ident; Thomas Drury, chapter
cial meeting to elect a new Presi- representative; Robert Viens, vice
dent, who is Lori Cimini, a sopho- president; Robert Cooper, recordmore. The first regular meeting •, ing secretary; Robert Records,
corresponding secretary; Al Friewill be held t6da;7, October 7.
da, treasurer; Kenneth Berwick,
Chaplain; William McDermott,
S.N.E.A.
social chairman; Richard Costa,
Election of officers of S.N.E.A. pledgemaster. I
.
took place ·last week. The followThe frat's activities will include
ing are the results of the election: the annual affairs for the pleasure
President, Marie Santos; First of their membership - The Third
Vice-President, Rosalie Lopez; Se- Degree Ball, A Christmas Dance
cond Vice-Pre;,ident, E 1ea nor
A New Year''s Party, A Jazz Con~
Walsh; and Secretary-Treasurer,
cert, A St. Patrick's Dance, and
Peggy Boyagian.
'
an Installation Banquet.
Plans were made for the coming
Since one of Kappa 's main inyear's activities. Members of terests lies in the area of helping
S.N.E.A. will attend the New Eng- underprivileged <,hildren, the frat
land Regional Conference at Pe- plans to sponsor for them a Christtersborough, New Hampshire, the mas Party and a trip to the circus.
weekend of October 10.
A cake sale will be held on Ski Club
Thursday, October 15, in the corThe Ski Club's first big event
ridor of the Student Center. Members of the Student N.E.A. will of .the year will be a mountainbe on hand at all times on the 15th. climbing trip to Mount MonadThe sale, of which Miss Rosalie nock, New Hampshire on ColumLopez, first vice-president of the bus Day, Monµay, October 12th.
S.N.E.A., is in charge, will feature Mr. Nazarian, faculty advisor- to
.cookies, cupcakes, and cakes baked the Ski Club says that the cost of
by members of the club. Miss Lo- the trip will be approximately two
pez said that contributions from dollars per person. Busses will
any enthusiastic volunteer bakers leave from the college at eight
o'clock the morning of October 12.
would be gratefully accepted.
1

The profits from the sale will
be used to help send representatives to annual N.E.A. conventions
and to hire busses to take members
on visits to special educational institutions.

I. R. C.

The International
Relations
Club is now busy forming plans
to make this year a successful one.
Their first speaker was Mr. K.
Brook Anderson, who has been
working in the Middle East for
Choir
two years. He sp()kb about the reThe first meepng of the choir fugee work which is being done
was held on, September 18, 1959. in the Gaza Strip, in Lebanon, and
Officers of the choir were elected in Jordan.
at the second Friday meeting.
International
Relations Club
They are: president, Richard will hold a banquet for its memWalker;
vice-president, Elaine
bers on Monday evening, October
Cairo; secretary-treasurer, James 19, in the Faculty Lounge at 6:30.
Kinder; and librarians, Paula
A panel, composed of three
McNally and Allen Baily.
speakers from Africa, Asia, and
Scandanavia will discuss the culKappa Delta Phi
tural, social, and political aspects
Kappa Delta Phi, the men's of their respective countries. Thus,
fraternity on campus, has elected the members will be able to see the

On Wednesday, October 14, at
7: 30 p.m. an organizational meeting of the English Club will be
held in Craig-Lee 227. Refreshments will be served.

Modern Dance Club
The Modern D~nce Club initiates this season's activities with
its first meeting today in the gym.
The purpose of this meeting is to
acquaint interested students, faculty, and alumni - male and female - with the basic techniques
of creative dance. The club's officers are: Eleanor Walsh, president; Harriet Diamond, viceapresident; Dotty Heslin, secretary' and
Marcia Pettine, treasurer, will
hold tryouts next Wednesday, October 14. Selection of new members will be based up.on performance and grace relating to steps
taught, as well as 'upon personality.
In order to stimulate interest in
artistic dance and to aid them in
becoming a performing group,
.members will participate in master
lessons given by noted artists
throughout the year.

Newman Club
The first meeting of the Newman,Club was held fast week. New
members were introduced to this
year's officers: George DeLuca,
president; Mary Ellen Kaloastian,
vice-president; Muriel Frechett,e,
committee coordinator; Christine
McDonald, corresponding secretary; Dorothy Welch, recording
secretary and Peggy Coughlin,
treasurer.
On Friday of las\ week all members attended a Mass of the Holy
Ghost, celebrated by Father Coffey at Saint Augustine's Church
to officially mark the opening of
another school year.
Newman Club events planned
for fall are chaplains' night, October 6, initiation of new members,
October 13, and a cake sale, October 15. Events scheduled for November include a Day of Recollection, a Thanksgiving Drive, and
a Newman Club Dance.·

Chess Club
There is a new organization on
campus - a chess club. Chess is

Dr. Aloia explained that the soby Gloria Aceto
cial structure of Chile, 'up to very
Dr. Vincent Aloia, a member of
recently, consisted of a small upthe social science department, adper class and a very large lower
dressed the faculty and student
class. But at present a middle class
body at Assembly on September
~s growing. This growth of the
29: Dr. Aloia, who was director of
middle class is "one of the most
the Chilean-American Cultural Inimportant developments in presstitute at Valparaiso, Chile for the
\ ent-day political life," and it serves
past two years, spoke a:b:out Chile
as a barrier against communism
and its ,people.
getting a strong hold in Chile.
At present, Dr. Aloia declared,
"Chile is beset by a most terChile and much of iLatin America rible economic situation,"
Dr.
and "passing t~ough a stage in Aloia said. The country has too
which their soul IS being rendered." ' strong a dependence on the sale
Oligarchy, aristocraty, and the old
of copper and ntrates, As a result,
Spanish tradition are breaking
if the price of copper should drop
down, and they "are being replaced
from 27¢, to 26¢ in a year, the
by new ideals and' aspirations."
treasury would lose $6,000,000.
The social and political attitudes
Chile is .also beset by th& problem
in the Catholic Church in Chile
of high tariffs. Therefore, Dr.
are also changing and "some of
Aloia said, whatever the United
the most advanced and liberal soStates can .do to "broaden the ecocial thinking is being done by cernomic base" in Chile and other
tain elements of the clergy today."
Latin American countries would
certairily be for the general good.
Library h-~urs:
''They expect us to be greater
8:15-9:45-1"{on. thru Thurs,
than we expect ourselves to be,"
8:15-5:00-Friday
Dr. Aloia declared, when speaking
9 :00-1 :00-Saturday
of the Chileans' image of America.
The tw:o great American heroes in
Snack Bar hours:
Chile are Abraham Lincoln and
thru Thurs.
8:00-10:00-Mon.
8:00- 4:30-Friday
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Because Latin America is "terribly
race-conscious," its people greatly
that ancient and honorable game admire Lincoln. Roosevelt's Good
which has stimulated man's intel, Neighbor Policy helped to mal~e
lect ever since the dawn of civil- him a hero in the eyes of the peoization in distant India. Many ple. The Chileans love the United
have the mistaken -idea that chess States as long as it lives up to the
is meant only for "beatniks and
ideals set by Lincoln and Roosebearded intellectuals." 01:).the convelt. Thus, Dr. Aloia declared, the
trary both poet and peasant alike
Little Rock situation "did more
are fascinated by this 'game of skill
damage to American prestige in
and strategy. Any student (coeds
Latin America than anything of
included) who_ enjoys friendly
which I'm aware."
competition, will find that a well
Dr, Aloia also explained that
played game of chess is a unique
the desires and aspir,ations .of the
a'nd satisfying in.tellectual experipeople of Chile are no different
ence - win, lose or draw.
from ours. And the people look
The chess club at the college is to the United States in "almost
open to both the novice, and the childlike awe" to help them
expe,rienced." If you are interested achieve their aspirations. Dr. Aloia
in chess but have not had the op- said that "there are no better
portunity to learn the game, the friends in the world than the Chilclub offers to you a variety of com- . eans," and they are "a tremenpetent instructors," stated Andrew dous reservoir of friendship and
Dickson, one of the club's organgood will for this country." They
izers. Those of you who already
admire everything that is Atrieriplay will have a chance to meet
can, and "they are adopting our
opp0nents of varied style and skill,
values more and more. Therefore
and thus improve your own ability.
we should do whatever we can t~
Dickson added, "in the near future
help the'm during 1 this period of
tournaments will be arrainged with transition.
local colleges and univer~ities, and
perhaps in the more distant future
we may expand the scope of ~our
play to include more distant eduI
cat~onal institutions. Intercollegiate tournament play will be of interest 1to many Ricean chess playby Gail Rowles
ers. Tournament competition may
help to eradicate the rumor that Ed: Recently, while archeologists
were digging through the ruins of
Riceans are anti-intellectu~l."
old Egypt, the uncovered a personal letter written by Cleopatra.
T'_hefollowing is a loose translation.

Dear Aunt

Aphiodyte

Fraternity
Has Dance

On ,Friday night, September 2 5,
the Kappa Delta Phi Fraternity
held a hay ride at Waterman's
Hog House in Scituate. The horse
drawn wagon was to make three
t:ips out into the Scituate countrysrde, leaving from the Hog House.
However, on the first trip out both
horses and wagon returned in no
condition to continue, so the remaining rides had to be cancelled.
According to this reporter, the
caller and musicians were so good
that even the most inexperienced
square dancers were able to execute the steps with a little effort.
The_ musicians also played regular
music.

Dear Aunt Aphrodyte
Just thought I'd dro~ you a line
to tell you ho': things were going
at sch?ol. A fnend of mine named
~lyta11:1nestra is having a real sore
time with her boyfriend, Claudius.
I~ 7eems that he has been twoti:11mg Klytie by playing around
with Desdemona, a member of the
Colosseum Rockettes. The other
day, they were seen spinning
around the castra in his new 800
B.C. conv_erti'blechariot. Claudius
was weanng an ivy-league toga
blue sue~e sandals, and a laurel
wreath with
a buckle in the b ac k .
.
Kl Yt a1mnestra's
•
, \ mother ) wh 0
Sells su b scr~ptrons
to Who's Who
Continued on Page 6
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RICE Claims Opener

SPORT~LITE

- Defeats Keene 4-3

Director Brown

by Ed Rondeau

Rice vs. Gorham
A large, enthusiastic crowd was
on band to witness the R.I.C.E.
soccer team defeat Gorham Teachers College by a score of 1-0. This
was the opening game of tb,,e season and the first league game on
our new field. On hand to witness
the action were President Gaige
Dr. Michael F. Walsh and man;
members of the faculty and administration.
Wa~ming up in the first period,
the R1ceans scored the only goal
of the game early in the second
period. Tony Mancini, aided by
Charlie Moffit and Joe Aguiar,
booted the point.
The boys in Green from Gorham
were sparekd by a go.od goalie and
Aguiar and Mancini kept him hopping throughout the game.
·
A fine performance in the art of
kicking a soccer ball was given by
Norm Camp.

Rice vs. Keene
Our second game of the '59 season was held on a wet field last
Thursday afternoon. Despite the
rainy weather, there was a good
turnout f.or the game.
In the first period Keene scored.
The action was fast and hard.
The second period saw the
R.I.C.E. comeback, when Joe A-

guiar scored the tying point on a
penalty kick.
In the opening minutes of the
3rd period, .the Riceans rallied to
score two goals in a matter of seconds. The first goal was made by
Mike Iacona assisted by Joe Aguiar. The second, coming only seconds later, was made by Aguiar
with the assist going to Tony Mancini. ILater in the period Keene
scored on a penalty kick. Then
in a sensational play fr.om Aguiar
to Moffit, R.I.C.E. strengthened
its lead 4-2.
The final period was fast moving, but the boys from R.I.C.E.
spent a good deal bf time on the
defensive, and Keene again scored
to make the final score 4-3 in
favor of R.I.C.E.
Joe Aguiar played a fine game
with tw.o goals and two assists to
his credit.

Rice vs. Fitchburg
The R.I.C.E. soccer team suffered it's first defeat of the season
on Saturday, 3rd of October against Fitchburg Teachers College.
The final score was 5-3. All 5
Fitchburg g.oals were scored by
Emile Emerson and Joe Aguiar
booted the three Rice scores. The
action filled game was close all
the way and Rice tied it up twice
only to have the tie broken by the
boys from Fitchburg.

SOCCER SCHEDULE
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

10
14

17
21
23
26
28

Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Monday '
Wednesday

Keene
Fitchburg
Bridgewater
Castleton
Johnson
Salem
Salem

Away
At Home
Away
At Home
At Home
Away·
At Home

PHYS ED INSTRUCTOR
by Elizabeth DiPippo
One of the two new appointees
in the physical education depart-

ment is Miss Antoinette Gentile,
B.S., M.S. Born in Brooklyn, New
York, Miss Gentile is a graduate
of Br.qoklyn College. After completing studies !'!st summer, Miss
Gentile received he Master of Science degree from Indiana University.

As the result of a much needed
expansion of the athletic department at R.I.C.E., Professor Robert L. Brown was recently made
Director of Athletics here on campus. Dr. Brown, often called
"Coach," in an interview expressed
a desire to devote more time to
the development of intra-mural
sports. With the expansion of his
staff, Mr. Brown is relieved of
many of his former jobs but he
still teaches in the classroom and
in the gym.
Mr. Brown attributes the increase in his department to the
increase in the male population of
the campus.
Among the many plans for the
near future are those for a varsity
team in tennfa, golf, baseball, track
and cross country.
Does he miss not coaching? On
this question be replied •. . . after
14 years of caoching, it's hard to
give it up."

Coach Bogda
Mr. Edward 'Bogda, recently
appointed instructor at the Henry
Bardnard School, is spending a
good deal .of his time these afternoons putting the R.I.C.E. soccer
team through its paces.
Mr. Bogda, the new coach of
soccer, received his B.S. from Arnold College and his Master of
Education degree from Rutgers.
He served as· assistant coach of
soccer at Rutgers and as head ·
coach at Arnold College.
Speaking in reference to this
years soccer squad, he told this
reporter that a lot of hard work
on the part of the team should win
us a fair share of games. "Win one
at a time" is Mr. Bogda's philosophy and so far, with two wins

WRA PLANS
ACTIVITIES

The Gym Department has announced the following schedule f.or
athletic activities for women. This
program has begun this week starting Monday, October 5.
Horseback riding - Every afternoon, Monday thru Friday, beOur new physical education inginning at 1: 00 P .M. at Wionkiege
structor previously taught at Saint Stables,. R.I. Reservations must be
Francis Xavier's Academy for made through the gym office.
girls in Brooklyn. She was also
Swimming---'-Monday and Wedassociated with the Stuyvesant nesday nights, 8:30-9:30 at the
Plantations Club in Providence.
Town Recreational Department
There may be an instructor there
for about two years.
for those who require it. The tickAfter Miss Gentile completed ets are twenty-five cents and must
her studies at Indiana University, be purchased through the gym ofa desire to return East caused her fice.
Tennis - Every Monday after
to secure her present- position here
school at 4:00 at the R.I.C.E.
at Rhode Island College of Edu- courts. Instructions will
be given
Miss Antoinette Gentile, physcation.
for those who desire it.
ical education instructor.
'
Apprentice Dance Group Every Tuesday, 4:00-5:00 with
Miss Gentile at the• gym. Tryouts
for this group are not required.
Mode:r:n Dance Club - Meetings and dance rehearsals every
Wednesday, 7:00-9:30 in the gym
starting September 30, 1959. Tryouts will be October 14, at 4:00
in the gym.
Field Hockey - Thursday after
school at 4:00. This sport is offered for those who have an interest in physical activity. They
will form teams and play among
themselves. Instruction when necessary.
Miss Billie Burrill, of the "phys.
ed." department urges that anyone who is interested in the above
activities is welcome to attend; if
"Do you think they will really believe the other side is made
not the first week, then soon.
of green

. -..·~...
~-··--··-.J

cheese?"
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Left to right: Mr. Robert
Bogda, Mr. Thomas Sheehan.

under its belt, the team is adhering to this slogan.

Instructor Sheehan
Mr. Thomas Sheehan, new to
the Physical Education department, is a graduate of the University of Notre Dame where he received his B.S. in phyical education. He went to Ohio State University for his M.A. and has completed his course work f.or bis
Ph.D. at Ohio State.
Mr. Sheehan coached basketball
at Ohio State. This is his. first year
in Rhode Island and among his
many jobs is the coaching of tennis, basketball and baseball. He

Brown,

Jack Brady,

Mr. Edward

also fits in a few health classes
during his busy week.
Mr. Sheehan considers tennis
his favorite sport and he plays
professional tennis during the summer months.
He's hoping for a large turnout
for basketball and baseball and he ,
has set up a full schedule for the
two forthcoming seasons.
He feels certain that we are going to represent the college in a
way that would be becoming to
not only the athletes but to the
other students as well.
Speaking on school support,
Coach Sheehan said: "It would be
highly desireable if everyone would
come out and cheer the teams on."

SOCCER TEAM
The following indicates the members of the Soccer Team,
their high schools, year they will graduate frnm R.I.C.E. and
t'eam positions held by the players of the first string.
Joe Aguiar (Co-Capt.)

LaSalle, '60

Mark Fullam (Co-Capt.)

Woonsocket, '60

Joe Menard

Pawtucket West, '60

Norman Camp

Mt. Pleasant, '62

George Fleming
Don Hickey

Hope, '62
I
LaSalle, '62

Tom Sweeney

Mt. Pleasant, '60

Charlie Moffit

De LaSalle, '63

Mike Iacona

LaSalle, '60

Ed Blamires

North Providence, '61

Outside Left

Tony Mancini

North Providence, '62

Outside Right

John Fratiello

Mt. Pleasant, '60

Jim Kinder

Tolman, '62

Pete Murray

Mt. Pleasant, '63

Inside Right
Left Fullback
Goalie
Right Fullback
Right Half
Center Half
Left Half
Center Half
Inside Left

c,.."".
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Movie Critique

(Continued)

tival in 1956 for '·Smiles in the
Summer" and in 19 57 for "The
Seventh Seal." The forty year old
Bergman, with his rare ability to
combine script WTiting with a use
.of moving photography as an art
form, is probably the most eminent
director in the film world today unless you prefer the directors of
films with a cast of thousands. He
is deeply involved with universal
ideas such as the struggle between
good and evil, and he uses symbolism to give his ideas depth of
meaning. In "Wild Strawberries"
his ideas deal with .old age an,d
loneliness. The central figure, the
old doctor, comes to realize that he
is completely alone because of a
fear he has carried throughout his
life, a fear to love anyone, his
parents, wife, or son. So at the
dusk .of his life he finds that he
has been spiritually dead all his
life. In this realization comes his
resurrection, his life-after-death.
Bergman enriches his deep-running
religious theme with symbols. For
example, during a dream in which
the old doctor is tested for his
proficiency in practicing medicine
he cuts the palm of his hand on
a nail. This is a symbol of the passion he undergoes during the day.
Whether .or not the viewer understands and appreciates the
power and delicacy of ,these ideas
and· their symbols, he will find the
photography exquisite. The scenes
of Swedish woods and lakes, the
film studies of the old man's face,
and the uses of light and darkness
to express gay and somber moods
are excellent.
Those who wish to take a
breather from the heavy-footed
American box-office monsters will
find, in "Wild Strawberries," the
highest quality of dramatic art to
be found in the film medium.

8,500 Miles-
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Advantageous in gaining true insight into the mores, folkways, and
attitudes, was their .observation of
"country life" and contacts with
the common people. Their tour
through Yugoslavia prove to be a
major highlight and fruitful in
rendering greater understanding of
a Communistic country. Conditions were quite primitive. If an
American expects paved roads,
supermarkets, hot water, he will
rarely find such standards met.
"Each section of Yugoslavia was
like a different country in itself."
Above all, Mrs. Becker emphasized
the genuine friendliness and curiosity of the people who were, for
the most part, peasants.
Later, while in SRain, Mrs.
Becker related the splendour of
the bullfight witnessed from a second row center se<\t, and of the
thrill of seeing Ernest Hemingway
in Granada. The climax of their
trip was President Eisenhower's
reception and visit with De Gaulle
which they viewed among animated crowds in Paris streets decorated with American and French
flags.
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F. Deering High School was one
of the three winners of the annual
scholarship presented by the Portuguese-American Civic League of
Rhode Island.
The Fruit Hill Jr. Women's
Club presented their annual scholarships to Miss Catherine Antonuccio and Miss Carol Urrico. The
club's teaching scholarship fund
provides for two $100 scholarships
each year to the R. I. College of
Education, which are available to
graduates of the North Providence
High School, who have applied for
a scholarship from the college.
Other recipients of various
scholarships are Janet Fleming,
Suzanne Holland, Elaine Mahar,
Verone Preston, Linda Rybka, Arlene Schreiner, Sandra Smith, Robert Goulet and Gene Hall.

Leadership
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faire and sound effective leadership was acted out by members of
our groups. This role play 'also
served to point up the difference
between designated anµ functional
leadership and the roles played by
these leaders.
Wednesday night we each described our individual task as a college leader on campus. We pointed
out our shortcomings and assets in
dealing with groups. Miss Grace
Healey, a member of the Sp~ech
Department gave a valuable lecture on parliamentary procedure.
Miss Healey emphasized that parliamentacy procedure is not difficult if we learn the precedence of
motions and types of amendments.
Evaluating the leadership workshop, I consider it an extremely
worthwhile experience. I feel that
as a result, we are more prone to
look at our groups with a deeper
insight regarding their personalities
and their individual functions in
the group. We expect that the next
month will mirror the results of
our workshop. The success of our
activities on campus will directly
reflect our penetration and participation during the leadership
training workshop.

Fteshmen
Statistics
This year's Freshman Class the Class of 1963 - includes representatives from various cities and
towns in Rhode Island.
Students from the Pawtucket
area include 33 and from Manville,
Ashton, Cumberland, Lincoln and
Lonsdale, they number 12.
Providence is represented with
the largest number of students, a
total of 83 and Cranston is represented by 33.
There are 28 students from
Warwick and from West Warwick,
Coventry, East Greenwich, Westerly, Bradford and Wakefield,
there are 18 students.
East Providence, Barrington,
Rumford and Riverside are represented by 18 students.
Fro{n Bristol, Warren, Newport,
Middletown,
Portsmouth
and
North Tiverton, there are 13 students.
Students from Smithfield, North
Smithfield, North
Providence,
Johnston and Pascoag include 35.
Woonsocket, Burrillville and
North Scituate are represented by
30 students.
Finally from the Massachusetts
areas, the students from Seekonk
include 11, from Attleboro and
Swansea' 2.
Judging from these statistics, it
becomes obvious that practically
every high school, both public and
parochial in the state of Rhode
Island is represented.

ANCHOR

Aloia Relates
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the exchange of students. In this
way, both countries would understand each .other to a greater degree.
When asked what was one of
the reasons that the Chileans admired the people of the U.S., Dr.
Aloia m11de the astonishing reply
that the people were "amazed at
the respect that American drivers
have for pedestrians."
Although Dr. Aloia did say that
he missed Chile in some respects
("The wine was excellent, and the
women were beautiful!") he is happy to be back on our new campus.
"I think the college is better in
every way. I think we've gr.own
up. Both the student body and the
new faculty members are of such
character as to elevate the institution altogether. I think we're bett~r than we were, and will be
better than we are."

Personality
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far from college lift She was with
her husband while he did graduate
work and later when he was teaching at the University of! Florida.
Mrs. Mulligan has four children
ranging from a sixth grader at
Henry Barnard to a son at the
Officers Candidate School in Newport.
Mrs. Mulligan is very proud to
be connected with R.I:C.E. and
1 feels fortunate to have the opportunity to finish her college career.

Juniors'
Justice'
by Joan Kennedy
The "Juniors' Justice" held on
September 27, 1959, from 1:00
P.M. to 3: 00 P .M. in Roberts
Auditorium, officially ended a week
of Hazing for the Class of '63.
After the Frosh were assigned
to different groups, depending
upon what they did wrong during
Hazing Week, a "Beware of What
We Have Prepared for You"
speech was given by George MacDonald, a member of the Junior
Class. Other members of the Junior Class who participated in the
Court, which was based upon the
War Trials of Fidel Castro, played
by Bob Cooper, Ed Day, Jack
McKiernan, Dick Spillane, John
Flynn, Don Closterman, Ke;ny
Burwick, Bruce Smith, Bruce Genereux, and Bill McDermott comprised the prosecutors. The jury
included members :0f the Hazing
Committee.
A variety of stunts was planned
for the Frosh. The following are
just a few of the many· funny incidents which happened that day.
One group was divided into two
sections, the "Mr. Clean" and the
"Mr. Lestoil." The object of the
stunt was to see which cleaner was
best suited for taking bright, red
lipstick stains from the back
of a n o n e to o appreciative
male Freshman. The winner was
"Mr. Clean," which proves one
thing, if you're a '·Mr. 1Lestoil"
fan, Lipstick on Your Bank Will
Tell a Tale on You.
Group Nine had lo pay the penalty for being caught Walking
Alone. After plastic bags were
placed':0ver them, (No, the Juniors
weren't trying to smother these
poor bewildered· people, there were
holes in the .bags for breathing)
a firing squad, with fiendish smiles
on their faces, squirted red ink at
the not too joyous Frosh.
A special group of four Freshmen, picked by the Junior Class
as their favorites, were given extra
special care by the Court. The
four Freshmen: Marguerite Melaney, Pat Conneeley, Bob Souza,

Artistic Expressions
Of Humanity
by David Orsini
For the benefit of those persons
who enjoy reading short stories,
mention must be made of two collections of short stories which,
while not among those currently
being published, nevertheless remain noteworthy additions to one's
reading list.
The first is titled, •''Dubliners",
and is the work of James Jqyce.
And the other is "The Blush and
Other Stories" by the English writer, Elizabeth Taylor. Both collections may be aptly compared in
that they deal with incidents that
appear, at a first glance, trivial
and common-place, but which ultimately reveal something significant about humanity.
The style .of 1both authors yes, even Joyce in this instance is simple and lucid and, while
their individual creations bespeak
of the particular flavor of the Irish
and the English, the problems are
universal and far-reaching. One
recognizes that these people emanate from reality. In sufferings and
shortcomings, their loneliness and
unfulfillment, their personal failings and gropings.
Ip Joyce's collection, perhaps
the best stories are "A Painful
Case" (a man has a brief intimacy
with an unfulfilled married woman, with inhuman compunction
rejects her appeal for companionship, and later - when he hears
of her death - realizes that she
was his one opportunity to bring

Top Students
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Curriculum are Sharon Army, Dolores Caranci, and Zelinda Spacagna.
Finally, those in the EnglishSocial Studies Group are: Joseph
Aguiar, Delia DiCola, Madeleine
Duhamel, Mark Fullam, Jeanne
Louth, Ann Maginn, Suzanne Marrah, Abigail McLaughlin, Virginia
Nicholson, David Orsini, Edward
Slater, and Roberta Tomasetti.
The Juniors named to the list
are: Gloria Aceto, Virginia Dooley,
Etta Gill, Carolyn Latham, Jean
Maynard, Gilda Petrin, and Anne
F. Reynolds in the Elementary
Curriculum. English-Social Studies
group: Pauline DiBiasio, Carol
Giuliano, and Marie Santos.
The Sophomores named to the
list are: Jeanne Aubin, ·carolyn
Collito, Richard Danielson, Shirley '
Derouin, Reine Leduc, Carolyn
Mancini and Marjorie Nashawaty.
;

and Pete Murray, were quickiy
blindfolded and then bombarded
with Lemon Meringue pies expertly thrown by two able Juniors.
The final event was a recital by
the Junior Class, of notes written
by the Frosh to their Junior Counselors. One note written to Mary
Jane Gilmartin, was in part, "We
seek revenge, beware of the yellow
and white caps." These readings
plus a few hearty cheers for both
Sister Classes ended the '61 and
'63 Court.
A picnic, also sponsored by the
Junior Class, was held, following
the Court, at Lincoln Woods. The
highlight of the afternoon was a
"Tug Jf War" between both classes. After several tries, the Freshman Class finally accepted defeat.
All in all, it was a day to be remembered, and one that will be
cherished forever by both classes.
Editor's note: This reporter was a
Freshman, therefore the editor, a
Junior found it neces~u,y ,6 -revise especially as to who won the
tug of war.

humanity into his isolated, bloodless existence); "A Little Cloud"
( a man meets an old friend and
feels that the friend is carefree
and happy and sparked with joiede-vivre, while he himself is shackled by marriage and fatherhood.
Ironically, he does not realize that
his life is the richer and that his
old acquaintance is not happy, but
merely irresponsible); and "The
Boarding House", wherein a mother practices a wierd sort of morality (actually, moral hypocrisy), to
get her daughter married to one
of the more eligible men in her
boarding house.
Miss Taylor's stories almost always emphasize character over incident. In "The Blush", a quiet,
sedate matron learns a startling
truth about humanity when she
discovers the secret life her slatternly housekeeper has been living.
"The Rose, the Mauve, the White"
mirrors the first dance attended
by three adolescent girls who
themselves mirror the main levels
of female perscmality. "Perhaps a
Family Failing" tells of a young
man who has inherited bis father's
penchant for drinking aI,1dhow, because of this, his marriage-night
turns out so farcically disastrbus.
Other stories are concerned with a
man and a married woman formerly intimate, who have ; last
encounter that revives none of the
happy times they've shared and
.only convinces them that those
times have passed them and must
be left behind; a boy's reactions
when his family - upperclass but
in dire financial straits - opens
their sumptuous home to vulgar
tourists and uncultured
sightseers; and still another, with a
lonely woman who, through her
communication with a writer, has
experienced a joy and a fulfillment
that transcends real life. Ironically, when she actually meets the
writer, the reality is disappointing
and unimpressive.
With, deep Insight into the human spirit and a clear vision of
humanity in its various aspects,
Joyce and Miss Taylor offer expressions that are substantial and
significant, artistic, and noteworthy.

Dear Aunt
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at the Public Baths., is married
to a map. who is a model for Julius
~all's armored suits. They don't
dig Klytie's affection for our boy
Claudius because of his poor background. You see, his father is a
struggling musician who plays
second lyre for a combo called
The Gladiators Minus One. His
~other is a chorus girl at a local
dive called Hercules' Hideaway.
On the side, she makes records
for the RCA Octavius Recording
Company. Her latest hit is "Frollick Around the Hour Glass"
which was also recorded by Plaio
Presley. I don't know what poor
Klytie will do.
I have no more news except to
say that I hope you and Uncle
Socrates will come to visit us soon.
Mother has some tickets for Mark
Antony's Amateur Hour next week.
You see, Daddy is going to whistle
three hundred choruses of "Bridge
on the River Tiber" while playing
"Julius Caesar Has a Marcus Brutus Haircut" .on the bugle. Doesn't
that sound terribly exciting?
Well, I have a class in Modern
Greek Poetry now, so I'll say
good-bye.
Your niece
Cleopatra '

1

